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The Diminished Health of the Cyber Insurance Market
Prompting profitability uncertainties even for established portfolios
Outsized Frequency and Severity
Industry claim activity rose 45% in 2019 in comparison to 2018. This
increased level of frequency is disproportionate to the moderate overall
market growth.
• Severity of claims, particularly extortion payments, is driving loss activity.
The frequency trajectory across portfolios is also on the rise due to
ransomware, social engineering and electronic fraud.
•

Fitch believes that cyber underwriting performance will
deteriorate as underwriting exposure grows, coverage
broadens and the nature of cyber claims evolves.
Standalone Cyber Risk Direct Loss and DCC Ratios

Claims Development Revisited
• Change in overall claim activity reflects the shifting landscape of cyber risk as
the sophistication of phishing emails, data theft and ransomware continues to
mature
• Loss development assumptions for this product line are again being
revisited in 2021 to reflect the impact of this claims activity
2019 Cyber Reported Claims Activity

Loss Ratios Increasing
According to the mid-year 2020 Fitch cyber report, the cyber industry direct loss
ratio rose immensely to 47% in 2019 from 34% in 2018
• Across Guy Carpenter’s client base, non-cat development increased 1215% from 2018 to 2019 with continued deterioration projected for 2020 /
2021
•

Source: Fitch Ratings & S&P Global Market Intelligence

Source: Fitch Ratings & S&P Global Market Intelligence

With 2020 results expected to be more challenged than 2019, the industry is reassessing its
perception of cyber as a profitable line of business
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Ransomware was the Loss Driver in 2020
Criminal business model causing cyber loss ratios to increase
Proliferation of Ransomware
• Extortion demands have decreased for the first time in eight quarters, with an average
ransom payout of $154,108. This is due to:
o the increase of Ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS) targeting small businesses
o data still being made public despite payment, resulting in fewer companies
paying extortions. In Q4, 59.6% of companies opted to pay extortion demands.
• Revenue diversification is less meaningful as ransomware attacks against
enterprises forked between big game attacks and an increase in new RaaS variants
• Multiple reports of an increase in data and server destruction in Q4 with no recourse
for retrieving
• Business interruption has been extended due to data loss and fewer paid extortion
demands. The average is 21 days of downtime, which is an 11% increase from Q3.

Source: Coveware Q4 2020 Ransomware Marketplace Report

Ransomware Attack Trends

Insurance Implications
• The severity potential for ransomware related losses is increasing due to the ongoing
trend of demanding double ransoms
• To date, ransomware has altered the development of cyber claims. There is faster

loss emergence than previously projected due to the 1st party dominance of
immediate network downtime, event-related forensics costs and potential extortion
payments.
• Going forward, this loss emergence may take an even newer shape due to 3rd party
exposure triggered by data exfiltration, which is now compounding the complexity of
ransomware trends. Ransomware groups continue to leverage data exfiltration as
a tactic with an increase to 70% in Q4 up from 8.7% in Q1 2020.

Source: Coveware Q3 2020 Ransomware Marketplace Report

With no signs of abating, the ransomware trend is being closely examined across the industry
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Ransomware Sophistication and Severity are Rising
Newer & emerging variants resulting in higher loss costs
Ransomware Incidents by Common Variant
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Ransomware variants are increasing in sophistication and are more accessible by bad actors than ever before with the proliferation of Ransomware-as-a Service
2020 introduced more common variants than prior years, a trend we expect to continue in 2021
Average ransom demand versus payment increased year over year. Regardless of the decision to pay, we note the ransom payment is only one component of event costs.
With business interruption extended and a heightened trend of server/data destruction, we anticipate network interruption losses to increase.
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Ransomware Incident Frequency Has Increased Significantly
Year-over-year increase in incidents impact both public and private sectors
Ransomware Incident Volume
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Ransomware attacks have increased exponentially during the pandemic
Across all industries, bad actors pursue targets with the lowest barriers to entry, enhancing the need to focus on comprehensive cyber risk management
The public sector accounted for the majority of ransomware incidents from 2016 through 2018 Q2, however, public and private sector organizations have more recently
experienced significant increase in incident frequency.

Public sector is defined as Healthcare, Government, Not for Profit.
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The Industry’s Response to Ransomware is Fluid
Keeping our clients differentiated in performance is vital

Ongoing Issue Guy Carpenter’s extensive global client base allows us insight into how cyber peers are shifting underwriting strategy to address ransomware risk
and its portfolio performance impacts.

PRICING

RESEARCH

TOOLS

FUTURE

Push rate as answer

Better understanding
of the issue

Leverage analysis/data
to build tools

Where are things going?

• Cyber is a developing market
seeking product adoption. Many in
the industry are not willing to
exclude or modify coverage despite
uptick in ransomware claims for fear
of making the product less
relevant.
• Rate was taken as an immediate
action, but there was recognition
this alone would not solve the
problem for impacted portfolios.
• Ransomware driving quicker loss
emergence within portfolios,
particularly since 2017

• Many (re)insurers conducted
analyses to determine the affected
portfolio segments, industry classes
and coverages most triggered
• Refinements included the
development of underwriting
strategies, pricing correlations and
underwriting questionnaires
• The intent was to determine which
controls best
mitigated ransomware risk
• This includes extensive and
ongoing work to understand and
diagnose the data and events.

• Some analysis led to the
introduction of stronger risk
selection criteria and tools
• Impacted portfolios invested in
partnerships with strategic
vendors to aid in data capture
and cybersecurity offerings
• We saw a marrying of these
partner insights with an
updated underwriting
application to create a multidisciplined underwriting view

• After 12-18 months of debating
the effectiveness of coverage
amendments, the industry is now
executing on new underwriting
strategies (excluding extortion
payouts, sublimiting ransomware
events, limits reductions,
coinsurance clauses) and/or
security requirements.
• OFAC/DOJ may help to pave the
way for change given
heightened discussion around
criminal actors
• Rate push continues
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Rate Increases Alone Not Enough To Offset Development
Marsh market cyber report highlights: Q4 2020
Percent of US Cyber Clients With Premium Pricing Changes
All Industries

US Cyber Clients - Average Historical Rate (Price Per Million) Changes
All Industries

Observations:
• In combination with amended policy wording, carriers are reacting to these trends by pushing for increased pricing on their cyber portfolios
• An average rate increase of 17.2% acrosss Marsh’s US client base was achieved on Q4 renewals. The month of December was +25% rate increase on average.
• While the graphs shown reflect standalone cyber placements, the Marsh market data is also available for blended Tech E&O/Cyber deals. In Q4 2020, those renewals increased
in rate by 13.5%.
• This continues the trend of rate increases seen last seven quarters and shows no signs of slowing as we enter 2021
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Industry Focal Point: The Push for More Rate
Marsh market cyber report highlights

The Marsh Global Insurance Market Index is a proprietary measure of commercial insurance premium pricing change at renewal, representing the world's major
insurance markets and comprising nearly 90% of Marsh’s premium. The pricing change captures year-over-year pricing movement, measured quarterly. The pricing
change metrics are based on a combination of statistical data and surveyed opinions from Marsh placement leaders worldwide. All references to pricing and pricing
movements in this report, where stated in terms of percentages, should be considered averages unless otherwise noted.
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Microsoft Exchange Server Hack
Overview and market implications
Event Synopsis: Chinese state actor Hafnium, exploited 4 zero-day vulnerabilities in MS Exchange Server’s Outlook Web Access software (version 2010, 2013, 2016, 2019) as part
of its espionage campaign. This gave the actor unfettered access to confidential information within systems for the purposes of exfiltration. The attack was first observed on Jan 3rd
2021, and although Microsoft released patches on March 2nd 2021, it is believed this 2 month window was enough for other actors to exploit this vulnerability and install
backdoors in client server systems.

Market Implications:

Overview:
Actor: Hafnium; Chinese statesponsored actor

–

Companies affected broadly include SMEs, besides some large corporations.

–

Markets impacted vary widely (government entities, financial, retail, legal, telecoms etc).

–

Motivation: Espionage

–

Data breached includes confidential business information, PII, and IP.

–

Incident: Software supply-chain
attack

–

Claims to be focused on forensic, recovery, and legal costs.

–

–

Vector: Unauthorised remote
access

10 other actors reportedly exploited vulnerabilities to install backdoors and deploy ransomware; DEARCRY
campaign identified active from March 9th 2021.

–

–

Impact footprint: 60,000
companies

Expect claims to have a “long-tail”; too early to calculate potential losses from exploitation of corporate IP.
Ransomware campaign could escalate BI claims.

–

Event is “in no way connected” to SolarWinds attack.

–

Geo-footprint: Worldwide
(30,000+ in US)

–

Potential for refinement of policies differentiating between event-induced BI (e.g. cloud provider outage) and
policyholder-induced BI (company pausing business activity to examine or mitigate the aftermath of an event).

–

Jan 3rd

Jan 29th

Feb 27th

Discovery

Intrusion

Escalation

Researcher
s alert MS
of
vulnerability

Reports of
backdoors
being
installed

More actors
ramp up
campaign
globally

Mar 2nd
Patching

MS releases
patch to 4
zero-days

Mar 5th
Reporting

Mar 7th

Mar 9th

Mar 12

Notification

Monitoring 1

Monitoring 2

100k out of 400k
servers globally
unpatched with up
to 10 APTs active

82k servers
still
unpatched

At least 30k US CyberSec experts
firms affected as continue notifying
White House
victims for
expresses
remediation/victim
concern
count now at 60k
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Microsoft Exchange Server Hack
Modelling implications
CyberCube’s Scenario 21: Large Scale Data Theft – Leading Email Services Provider is analogous to this event in that it models a supply-chain data breach attack, where
actors target an email service provider to exploit vulnerabilities and gain full access to data in a consumer’s email. However, there are specific differences between this scenario and
the MS Exchange Server Hack.

Scenario 21

MS Exchange Server Hack

Vector

Phishing Campaign

Port-Scanning/Credential Stuffing

Impact

Actor exfiltrates data from consumer’s emails

Actor exfiltrates confidential information and IP by moving laterally
across internal networks for reconnaissance

Self-propagating malware siphons data from one
email account to the next

Full details of ransomware not known but it does not seem to be
self-propagating

• Theft of PII, PHI, and PCI leads to notification and
forensic costs.
• Credit monitoring costs and possible PCI-DSS fines
to ensue for financial information stolen.

• Potential forensic, recovery, and legal costs to ensue due to
compromise of corporate IP in short-term
• Difficult to estimate the long-term costs of IP theft; could lead to
lost revenue and business opportunities due to unfair
competition
• Tail could be dominated by BI costs if ransomware campaign
escalates

Payload

Outcome

Scenario 21 Cost Breakdown
Investigation and response
Data Restoration
21. Widespread Data Theft
- Leading Email Services
Provider

Scenario 21 costs dominated by Financial Fraud as a result of PII,
PHI, and PCI data theft. Consequently credit-monitoring costs and
fines escalate severely as such data has high value on the dark
web.

Business interruption
Fines
Financial fraud

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%100%

Legal Liability

Expect contrasting views on costs for MS Exchange Server Hack
with Investigation and Response, Data Restoration, BI, and legal
costs to be more substantial as situation develops.
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SITA Data Breach
Overview
Event Synopsis: Passenger processing IT service firm SITA compromised in a highly-sophisticated cybersecurity attack. Data belonging to 580,000 Singapore Airlines’ frequent
flyer members reportedly compromised. Third-party vendors such as SITA are prime targets for actors given the valuable PII information these firms hold.

Overview:
–

Actor: Undisclosed

–

Motivation: Exfiltration

–

Incident: MSP Compromise

–

Vector: Undisclosed

–

Impact footprint: 580k records

–

Geo-footprint: US server

Market Implications:
–

SITA services 90% of the global aviation industry; proving the company a key point of aggregation for the
industry.

–

Breach does not seem to have exposed any PII as exfiltrated data is limited to frequent flyer information on
the following:
- Name
- Tier Status
- Membership Number

–

Difficult to tie just a name to a single correct data subject for legal purposes. Thus, we do not expect any
material losses from this event.

–

Breach has been contained; minimal costs resulting from notification and forensics which will most likely fall
within retentions.

–

Other companies with ties to SITA include: British Airways, Lufthansa, United Airlines, Malaysia Airlines,
Singapore Finnair, Jeju Air, Air New Zealand, Air China, Swiss Airlines, and Air Canada. This reflects the
company’s large market share.

While there are no material losses to yield from this event, it illustrates the growing frequency of Managed Service Provider (MSP) Compromise attacks. Best action is
to communicate to clients the importance of assessing the security posture of third-party vendors and ensuring controls are put in place to close any security gaps.
Also important to review Incident Response and Disaster Recovery procedures in the event of such a breach to mitigate losses.
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Managing Cyber Risk
Challenges driving the global cyber market today
Ransomware

Frequency and Severity Beyond Ransomware

• Significant uptick since 2018 H2, creating concern industry wide
• Meaningful rate increases on loss affected business since Q4 2019
and throughout 2020
• Reinforcing necessity for proactive monitoring of performance at a
portfolio and individual risk level
• Strategic security-based client selection required
• Terms now being readjusted to account for this growing trend

• Heightened threat environment beyond ransomware as seeing
more business email compromise losses
• Defined limit usage strategy in response to large loss volatility
• Increasing sophistication and morphing nature of cyber attacks
reshaping loss development patterns
• Resulting dynamic market environment and non-cat loss
development, leading to material rate response

Aggregation
• Difficulties in understanding and quantifying
exposure
• Increased awareness of aggregation event causing
capital volatility
• In addition to attritional development, aggregation
concerns remain across cyber portfolios
• Inconsistent view of cyber cat across the industry,
creating varied interpretation of adequacy of
pricing cat loads

Market Contraction

Coverage / Product

• Limit deployment reducing to control loss severity, in
part driven by rapidly increased loss severity due to
ransomware
• Pricing for larger lines is not yet digestible to buying
community so program limits are remaining lower
• Smaller players exiting the market or reducing capacity
due to deteriorating performance

Traditional cyber product uncertainty as coverage
sustainability is challenged by deteriorating
profitability
• Lloyd’s directive jump started silent cyber
eradication across the industry leading to further
growth of the product line
•

2021 brings new complexities to the market and creates reinsurance implications
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Managing Cyber Risk
Leveraging updated underwriting techniques
Updated questionnaires for ransomware, validation through 3rd party
Cybersecurity partnerships augmenting risk selection
Ongoing monitoring/feedback of security postures throughout policy term
Defined affirmative offering, cross-sell strategy with consistent usage of underwriting guidelines
and pricing methodologies
Cross LOB underwriting/ risk engineering/ claims collaboration, view of risk
Continuous underwriting training, particularly on privacy regulation globally
Renewed emphasis on limits management strategies
Defined ransomware strategy to include considerations for:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Sublimit approach and/or coinsurance utilization for ransomware events
Prescribed metrics for portfolio management
Analysis of ransomware performance by industry, coverage type
Clearly defined tiers by risk profiles, link to underwriting approach
Excess/follow form strategy in place for amended lower layers
View of preferred attachment
Regional differentiation as needed (i.e. no extortion payment)
Combined view of risk merging questionnaire and 3rd party risk scoring
Re-evaluation of waiting period adequacy
Segment analysis to determine if revenue appetite shifts are needed

Newly introduced strategies are influenced by tower purchased, broker preferences and commercial viability
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Managing Cyber Risk for Global Insurers
In the new age of Cyber exposures

Investment
• Cyber Product Head coordinating breach
panel, cross line of business view and
underwriting/pricing approach
• Global Cyber lead delivering strategic cohesion
across all regions, understanding geographic
nuance to the offering, may act as an extension
of the Enterprise Risk Management team
• Cyber security partnerships to enhance view of
risk, identify vulnerabilities sooner, reduce loss
activity proactively
• Technical experts residing with underwriting
team to monitor security tools, consult clients,
deliver risk insights
• Aggregation and cyber cat tools to monitor
systemic risk, measure portfolio impacts over
time

Reinsurance Strategies

2021 Trends to Watch

• Movement toward ground-up quota shares
rather than VQS/QQS structures
• Leverage broader placements to achieve
Cyber placement economics
• Despite hardening cyber market, additional
Aggregate capacity sought
• Aggregate
placements
supplementing
sideways proportional protection, enabling
ceding of risk for affirmative cyber
carvebacks provided via non-cyber lines of
business
• Increased focus on peer buying to ensure
catastrophic cyber loss would not be
outsized relative to peers

• Impact of NYDFS “Cyber Insurance Risk
Framework”
• Effect of sublimit and coinsurance strategies
on rate projections
• Market response to nation state sponsored
breaches
• Regions may prioritize coverage contraction
versus pricing increases differently
• Small businesses will be under increased
pressure to improve cybersecurity postures
and/or experience higher than industry
average rate increases.
• MGA performance to determine long-term
relevance in the SME space
• The threat landscape continues to escalate,
indicating no immediate end to the shift in
these underwriting approaches in 2021

Risk management strategies must rapidly adapt to keep pace with the changing nature of Cyber exposures globally
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Drawing Insights From Across The Industry
To prepare for future state

Evaluation of Key Portfolio Characteristics

Looking forward, your Guy
Carpenter team will map
limits profiles, identify
industry themes and
determine portfolio trends

Pricing
developments

Limits strategy

Distribution mix

Acquisition costs

Buying trends

Pricing adequacy
based on industry
sector

Loss drivers

Key stakeholders

Structural
changes

Profitability by
class

Growth rate by
industries

Resource
allocation
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Cyber Renewal Preparation
2021 data expectations from markets

Hardening Market for Cyber

Ransomware impact
(attritional with/out) and
refined UW strategy

Rate – projected versus actual

Limit management
strategies

Cybersecurity vendors/
partnerships, link to
underwriting

Update on ransomware
mitigation strategies

1st versus 3rd party
premiums, losses

Updated questionnaires –
ransomware, data privacy,
emerging risk

Timeliness of data

ROW versus U.S. trends regulatory, pricing, losses

Market expectations evolving and data hurdles continue to increase as we enter 2021
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Reinsurance Market is in Flux
Having an accurate pulse on this rapidly changing market is critical for success

PRICING

CAPACITY

TERMS

• Pricing on all structures has increased due to diminished profitability and increased uncertainty
− Aggregate Programs:
- Risk-adjusted rate increases were 30%+ on Q4 and 1/1 placements
- Increased demand for aggregate structures also leading to increasing ROLs
- Limited pricing consensus in the cyber reinsurance market
− Pro-rata structures:
- Ceding commission reductions of 2 points on average
• Remains stable and not increasing:
− Uncertain market slowing new traditional market entrants
− Existing markets limiting available capacity
• Non-affirmative capacity is being deployed discriminately only in support of affirmative programs
• New capacity is extremely limited and existing capacity is not being expanded in scope
• ILS capacity has selectively entered the market providing cyber cat/event type cover, however it is priced much higher than the traditional market
• Key considerations for capacity deployment:
− Portfolio performance against peers
− Depth and timeliness of data provided
− Impact of ransomware on performance and strategic response

• War exclusion: certain markets require broader language that is more expansive than a kinetic war exclusion
− Guy Carpenter is successful in having reinsurers follow the fortunes wording with war to ensure coverage alignment
• Reinsurers are looking to increase attachment points for Aggregate XOLs to maintain a similar likelihood of attachment going forward
• Affirmative only remains the predominant purchase
• With recent OFAC guidance and OECD advisory, increased focus on Sanctions Articles
• SolarWinds event exclusion sought on 1/1’s with most markets removing subject to information on the impact

GC’s established global client base enables us to best position our clients in order to ensure markets
appropriately provide favorable terms
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